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The reactionmechanisms of the oxidation of 1,2-diphenylhydrazine by iodine have been examined using semiempirical and density
functional theory methods, the oxidation proceeded via two independent pathways that can be separately monitored. One pathway
involved the chain multistep mechanism. The other pathway occurred via a one-step mechanism in which a “cyclic” activated
complex was formed which on disproportionation gave the products.The one-step “cyclic” activated complex mechanism proceeds
more rapidly than the chain multistep mechanism.The results were explained by analyses based on computational energetics of the
optimised reactants, intermediates, transition states, and products of the reaction of iodine with 1,2-diphenylhydrazine.

1. Introduction

1,2-Diphenylhydrazine is used as an antisludging additive to
motor oil, a desuckering agent for tobacco plants, a reductant
in the reclamation of rubber, a component of experimental
organometallic polymers, an ingredient in photochromic
resin compositions, and a component in polymerization
reactions [1, 2]. It is also used in themanufacture of hydrogen
peroxide [1, 2]. Some 1,2-diphenylhydrazine derivatives are
used as flame-retardant agents [3]. Several aryl hydrazine
interactions in small molecule complexes have been studied
to see how they might react with iron and other substances
[4]. Some of the studies found that a 3mM solution of
benzene completely disproportionate 6 equivalents of 1,2-
diphenylhydrazine into aniline and azobenzene. The effort
of study to shift the chemistry in a different direction was
only partially successful. Several others [5–9] have also
reported that the reactions of 1,2-diphenylhydrazine and its
derivatives were pH dependent and would yield different
products depending on the PH of the reaction medium.
These studies [4–9] concluded that 1,2-diphenylhydrazine
and its derivatives enjoy complicated chemistries that include

structural rearrangement and disproportionation and that
their interactions with metal ions or inorganic substances
are complex and incompletely understood. Although 1,2-
diphenylhydrazine is known to be oxidized readily by many
oxidants [10–17], only in a few other cases have the reaction
mechanisms been examined, especially its reaction mecha-
nisms with iodine [14]. It is also noteworthy to state that
the various mechanisms proposed were not conclusive and
needed to be revisited.

Iodine, on the other hand, is an essential component
of the human diet, and in fact, appears to be the heaviest
required element in a diet. Iodine compounds are useful
in medicine and lack of iodine in the diet is a cause of
goiter. Iodine is absolutely necessary for a healthy thyroid
as well as ovaries, breasts, and prostate. Iodine deficiency is
in fact the largest preventable cause of mental retardation
worldwide [18]. In severe cases, it can result in cretinism,
a form of mental retardation. These are just a few of the
reasons why the study of iodine is also interesting. It is
well known that iodine quantitatively oxidizes substances
containing the –NH–NH group. This reaction is the basis of
one of the standard analytical procedures to titrate hydrazine
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and related substances, such as isonicotinoyl-hydrazide and
hydrazobenzene, which are widely used in the pharmaceuti-
cal industry because of their bacteriostatic properties [19–22].
The mechanism of oxidation of hydrazine and its derivatives
by iodine has been the subject of several studies, but among
which no complete agreement was found [22–27]. A further
investigation seemed desirable [28, 29].

In recent years, partly due to the development of new
electronic techniques, a good deal of effort has been devoted
to the study of reactions that are difficult to study by
conventional methods. Molecular orbital calculations have
been examined for complicated reaction systems that are
difficult to study experimentally. However, only limited
calculation has been done with 1,2-diphenylhydrazine and
its derivatives, presumably due to the complication of these
species. Computational chemistry methods can be used to
explore the theoretical chemistry behind reactive systems,
to compare the relative chemical reactivity of different sys-
tems and, by extension, to predict the reactivity of new
systems. Semiempirical models AM1, PM3, and MNDO
are often used in computational chemistry because they
allow study of systems that are out of reach of the more
accuratemethods.Thesemodels are also used for systems that
contain elements beyond 4th row of the periodic table [30–
35].

In theoretical studies using ab initio or density functional
theory (DFT) methods, adequate choices of a theoretical
method and a basis set are very important in obtaining
reliable results. Unfortunately, for elements beyond the 4th
row in the periodic table, basis sets are relatively limited,
although various accurate theoreticalmethods such as B3LYP
have been currently developed. Theoretical studies on com-
pounds containing iodine, a 5th period halogen atom, are
less abundant compared to those containing F, Cl, or Br
which are 2nd, 3rd, and 4th elements, respectively. Heavy
elements like iodine have a large number of core electrons
which are in general less important for the chemical reactivity
and bonding modes. However, it needs a large number of
basis sets or functions to describe the corresponding orbitals.
This makes computations with heavy elements like iodine
very time consuming and expensive [10, 36–38]. However,
compounds containing iodine atom play very interesting and
important roles in many chemical reactions, especially in the
life sciences. Despite the challenges, this makes the study of
Iodine quite interesting.

In the present paper we report the results of a compu-
tational studies on the mechanism of the oxidation of 1,2-
diphenylhydrazine, a derivative of hydrazine by iodine, which
is important per se and also helps to shed light on the general
mechanisms of oxidation of the –NH–NH–, by iodine. In this
study, geometries of the reactants, intermediates, transition
states, and products were examined using semiempirical
and DFT methods to afford mechanistic insight into the
1,2-diphenylhydrazine/Iodine reaction by considering the
stability of the intermediates and energies of the transition
state [30–35]. Reacting species were first optimized using
AMI, followed by PM3 and MNDO, then finally by the DFT
method [10, 37–46]. For the density functional theory studies,
geometry optimizations of all compounds and complexes

were carried out at 6311+G∗∗ basis set by using the B3LYP
method of DFT for better results.

2. Computational Methods

The Spartan “14 v1.1.0 semiempirical (AMI, PM3, and
MNDO) andDFTmethodswere used onMicrosoftWindows
XP professional version 2002 SP3 computer system, with
Intel(R) Pentium(R) Dual CPU, E2200@2.20GHz, 219GHz,
3.24GB of RAM.”

The starting geometries for all of the semi empirical and
DFT calculations were first optimized and calculated using
AMI method. The AM1 optimized species were further re-
optimized using PM3 method. The PM3 optimized species
were then used for the respective MNDO and the DFT
calculations. Before each calculation was submitted, the
“Global Calculations” option was selected in the workspace.
For the density functional theory studies, geometry optimiza-
tions of all compounds and complexes were carried out at
6311+G∗∗ basis set by using the B3LYP method of DFT [37].
The optimized geometries of the reactants, intermediates,
transition states, and products were confirmed in terms
of vibrational analysis [23]. The transition state for each
step was located and confirmed by animating the vibration
corresponding to the reaction coordinate by selecting the
imaginary frequency at the top of the list of frequencies on
the IR tab.No arbitrary assumptionswere imposed on finding
themost likely geometries for the transition state in each case.

3. Results and Discussion

3.1. Published Mechanism. The outline of the published
mechanism of the reaction of 1,2-diphenylhydrazine with
Iodine as given by May and Halpern [11] is shown as follows
for the chain multistep mechanism:

AH
2
+ I
2
→ AH

∙
+HI + I

∙
(1)

AH
2
+ I
∙
→ AH

∙
+HI (2)

AH
∙
+ I
2
→ A +HI + I

∙
(3)

2AH
∙
→ A + AH

2
(4)

According to themechanisms outlined abovewhere AH
2
,

1,2-diphenylhydrazine; AH, a 1,2-diphenyl-hydrazyl radical;
A, the trans-1,2-diphenyldiazene (Azobenzene); I

2
, iodine

molecule; HI, hydrogen iodide and I, iodide ion, the overall
equation of reaction should be as in (5) below, if (1)–(5) are
summed up:

AH
2
+ 2I
2
+ AH → 2A + 3HI + I (5)

Whalley et al. [12] in their work published a similar
mechanism for the reaction of 1,2-diphenylhydrazine with
persulphate. However, these two separate studies [11, 12] gave
stoichiometry equations of the type as in (6), which is not
consistent with their given mechanisms:

AH
2
+ I
2
→ A + 2HI (6)
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Table 1: Heat of formation and other activation parameters of reacting species.

S/N Reacting species Heat of formation at 298.15 K using DFT Activation parameters at 298.15 K using MNDO
𝐸 (kJ/mol) Δ𝐻

∘ (kJ/mol) Δ𝐺
∘ (kJ/mol) Δ𝑆

∘ (kJ/mol⋅K)
1 I2 −37,327,532.08 114.05 36.73 259.34
2 AH2 −1,507,000.75 952.60 818.08 451.19
3 TS1 −31,804,644.68 1089.71 911.31 598.35
4 AH −1,505,357.68 849.15 716.12 446.20
5 HI −18,168,774.40 119.36 57.88 206.18
6 I− −18,157,470.45 0.00
7 TS2 −19,669,188.83 1766.33 1574.84 642.26
8 TS3 −36,834,591.95
9 A −1,503,817.83 900.32 769.20 439.76
10 TS∗ −37,824,591.91 1111.05 934.95 590.65

Where TS∗ =

C6H5C6H5 N

H

H

H

II

Scheme 1: The one step mechanism with cyclic activated complex.

Another study [18] in which 1,2-diphenylhydrazine was
oxidized by molecular oxygen was reported to show a
stoichiometry similar to (6). The equation is given (7) below:

AH
2
+O
2
→ A +H

2
O
2

(7)

May and Halpern [11] did provide an alternative one step
mechanism in which “cyclic” activated complex was formed
which disproportionates to give products that are consistent
with (6). The authors [11] were of the opinion that both the
chain multistep mechanism proposed in (1)–(4) and the one-
step mechanism, as shown in (8) in Scheme 1, were plausible
mechanisms. It is the desire of this study to investigate
whether the popular multistep mechanism [11, 12] or the
latter proposed one-stepmechanism is themost plausible one
and/or if both routes are possible, which would be the most
favored:

AH
2
+ I
2
→ [TS∗] → A + 2HI (8)

3.2. Geometry Optimization of Intermediates and Transition
States; Validity of the Generally Accepted Mechanism. Geom-
etry optimization of the reactants, intermediates, transition
states, and products in the 1,2-diphenylhydrazine reaction
with iodine was executed. The geometry optimizations of all
these species were successfully completed and the heat of
formation (Δ𝐻

𝑓
) was evaluated and presented in Table 1.

The optimized geometries of the reactants, intermediates,
transition states, and products are shown in Figure 1.

3.3. Proposal of a More Plausible Mechanism for the Reaction.
According to the discussion that will follow on the basis of the

semiempirical calculations as well as the DFT calculations,
the mechanism shown in Scheme 2 for the chain multistep
mechanism is more plausible than the mechanism version
published by May and Halpern [11]. Scheme 2 can be
presented in a simplified form as (9) through (11):

AH
2
+ I
2

𝑘
1

→ AH +HI + I∙ (9)

AH∙ + I
2

𝑘
2

→

slow
A +HI + I∙ (10)

AH
2
+ 2I∙

𝑘
3

→

fast
A + 2HI (11)

So that the overall equation of the reaction is as given in
(12)

2AH
2
+ 2I
2
→ 2A + 4HI (12)

Or, as in (13) which is in agreement with (6) above and is
consistent with the mechanism proposed:

AH
2
+ I
2
→ A + 2HI (13)

Step 1 (see (9)). The optimized 1,2-diphenylhydrazine (AH
2
)

reacted with the iodine molecule (I
2
) to yield a 1,2-

diphenylhydrazyl radical (AH∙), hydrogen iodide (HI), and
iodine radical (I∙) via the transition state TS

1
. This step is in

agreement with (1) proposed by May and Halpern [11].

Step 2 (see (10)). The optimized 1,2-diphenylhydrazyl radical
(AH) reacted with another iodine molecule (I

2
) to give

trans-1,2-diphenyldiazene (A), the reported product of 1,2-
diphenylhydrazine oxidation via the transition state TS

2
.This

step was the rate determining step, as shown by the high value
of Δ𝐻

𝑓
in Table 1. Equation (10) differed from (2) but rather

agreed with (3).

Step 3 (see (11)). Another optimized 1,2-diphenylhydrazine
(AH
2
) reacted with iodine radicals produced in Steps 1

and 2. This reaction was fast to yield another oxidation
product, trans-1,2-diphenyldiazene (A) plus two molecules
of hydrogen iodide. The energy for the combination of two
molecules 1,2-diphenylhydrazyl radicals (AH

∙
), as reported
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I2 AH2
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AH HI I−
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Figure 1: Optimized geometries of the reactants, intermediates, transition states, and products.
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Scheme 2: Proposed multistep mechanism for the 1,2-diphenylhydrazine reaction with Iodine.
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Figure 2: (a) Energy profile of the oxidation of 1,2-
diphenylhydrazine by iodine as per the DFT calculations. (b)
Energy profile of the oxidation of 1,2-diphenylhydrazine by iodine
as per the MNDO calculations.

by May and Halpern [11] in (4), was very high in comparison
to that required for (11) reported for this study.

The summation of (9), (10), and (11) gave (12), which
was reduced to (13). Equation (13) is the exact stoichiomet-
ric equation for the oxidation of 1,2-diphenylhydrazine as
reported by previous works [1, 11, 12].

Figures 2(a) and 2(b) below depict the three steps
mechanism of the oxidation of 1,2-diphenylhydrazine by
iodine diagrammatically, as per the DFT and semiempirical
calculations, respectively, with the positions of the various
species (R, reactants; TS1–3, transition states and P, products)
indicated. From the scaled diagrams it was evident that Step 2
was the rate determining step as shown by the high position
of the transition state, TS

2
in both diagrams. Based on the

optimized geometries of the reacting species, an attempt was
made to search the transition states in each of the Steps
1, 2, and 3. Only one transition state was found for each

step as shown in Figures 2(a) and 2(b) and summarized
in Table 1 (transition state in Step 1: TS

1
, in Step 2: TS

2
).

Vibrational analysis confirmed that TS
1
andTS

2
were actually

the transition state in each step, while TS
3
was not a true

transition state. The Δ𝐻
𝑓
of TS
1
and TS

2
were calculated to

be−31,804,644.68 and−19,669,188.83 kJ/mol, respectively, for
the DFT calculations while the semiempirical calculations
of the values were 1089.71 and 1766.33 kJ/mol, respectively.
Based on the above results, the apparent activation energies
for Steps 1 to 3 were estimated by subtracting the Δ𝐻

𝑓
of the

starting geometry from that of the transition state in each step
in order to determine the rate-determining step. As shown
in Figures 2(a) and 2(b), it was found that the transition
state TS

2
had the largest Δ𝐻

𝑓
. Thus, the apparent activation

energy for Step 2 was estimated to be 18,163,700.93 kJ/mol for
DFT estimations and 803.13 kJ/mol for MNDO estimations,
whereas for Step 1, it was found to be just 6,029,888.15 or
23.06 kJ/mol, respectively. This clearly indicated that Step 1
proceeded very smoothly. On the other hand, in Step 2 the
activation energywas significantly large (18,163,700.93 kJ/mol
or 803.13 kJ/mol) in comparisonwith those in other steps. For
Step 3, true transition state was not found.

For the one step mechanism in which “cyclic” activated
complex was formed, the energy diagrams according to
the DFT and MNDO estimations for the reaction were
given in Figures 3(a) and 3(b). Based on the optimized
geometries of the reacting species, an attempt was made
to search the transition states also, which was found and
confirmed by vibrational analysis. The transition state, TS∗,
as optimized and shown in Figure 1, has the Δ𝐻

𝑓
, estimated

to be −37824591.91 kJ/mol or 1111.05 kJ/mol, respectively. The
apparent activation energy was estimated to be 9,940.92 or
44.40 kJ/mol, thus indicating that the reaction could proceed
smoothly too. In fact, the activation barrier of 9,940.92 or
44.40 kJ/mol for the limiting step of the “cyclic” activated
complex mechanism was a pointer that this mechanism
would be more favored than the multistep chain mecha-
nism which had an activation barrier of 18,163,700.93 or
803.13 kJ/mol for the rate limiting step.

3.4. Enthalpy of Reaction and Rate Constant Calculations
[17, 45, 46]. The enthalpies of reaction were calculated by
using the Spartan software to calculate heats of formation at
standard temperature of 298.15 K, and the appropriate sums
and differences taken as given in (14):

Δ
𝑟
𝐻
𝑜

(298.15K) = ∑
products
Δ
𝑓
𝐻
𝑜

prod (298.15K)

− ∑

reactants
Δ
𝑓
𝐻
𝑜

react (298.15K) .
(14)

The computed enthalpies of reaction at standard condi-
tionswas 72.39 kJ/mol for both themechanisms considered in
this work as compared to the computed enthalpies of reaction
of the mechanism proposed by May and Halpern [11], which
was 128.87 kJ/mol at 298.15 K.
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Figure 3: (a) Energy profile of the oxidation of 1,2-
diphenylhydrazine by iodine via the cyclic activated complex
for the DFT calculations. (b) Energy profile of the oxidation of
1,2-diphenylhydrazine by iodine via the cyclic activated complex
for the MNDO calculations.

The rate constant calculations were computed according
to the following:

𝑘 (298.15K) =
𝑘
𝐵
𝑇

ℎ𝑐
𝑜

𝑒
−Δ‡𝐺

𝑜
/𝑅𝑇

, (15)

where 𝑘 (298.15K) is the reaction rate at temperature
(298.15 K); 𝑘

𝐵
is the Boltzmann constant (1.380662 ×

10−23 J/K); 𝑇 is temperature (298.15 K); ℎ = Planck’s constant
(6.626176 × 10−34 Js); 𝑐𝑜 is concentration (taken to be 1);Δ‡𝐺𝑜
is Gibbs free energy of activation (kJ/mol); 𝑅 is gas constant
(8.31441 J/mol⋅K).

The rate constants, 𝑘
1
and 𝑘

2
, for this study, as proposed

in the mechanisms in Scheme 2 were 7.85mol−1 sec−1 and
1.88 × 109mol−1 dm−3 sec−1, respectively, as opposed to the
mechanisms in (1)–(4) published previously [11], where 𝑘

1
=

5.76 × 108mol−1 sec−1 and 𝑘
2
= 3.35 × 108mol−1 sec−1, respec-

tively. The foregoing showed that the mechanisms proposed
in Scheme 2 are more favorable than those proposed in (1)–
(4) published byMay andHalpern [11], as it was reported that
the larger the value of the rate constant, the faster the reaction
[47]. The rate constant for the one-step cyclic activated
complex mechanism was computed to be 5.67 × 10−2 sec−1.
Themultistepmechanismswere less favored than the one step
mechanism, especially if we take into account that activation
barrier of 18,163,700.9393 kJ/mol in the limiting step for the
multistep mechanisms for the DFT calculations which was
far more than the 9,940.92 kJ/mol for the limiting step of the
one-step cyclic activated complex mechanism.

4. Conclusion

The mechanism of the reaction of 1,2-diphenylhydrazine
with iodine was studied using computational semiempirical
and density functional theory methods. The results of this
study were compared with previously published work on
the reaction of 1,2-diphenylhydrazine with iodine. This work
proposed a modified multistep mechanism that was consis-
tent with the stoichiometry of reaction as opposed to the
mechanisms previously published. This work was also able
to demonstrate that even though the multistep mechanisms
and the one-step cyclic activated complex mechanism were
possible, the one-step cyclic activated complex mechanism
was more favorable.
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